CHRISTMAS LUAU

G  D-  Am  D7  2x
playing in G
then in A

G/8

T'WAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
A/8

AND ALL THROUGH THE HALE

D7/4

WE WERE SINGING AND DANCING AND HO'OMALIMALI
E7/4

A/12

ME IN MY MUUMUU BRADDA IN HIS MALO

D7/4  G/2

GREETING AIKANE PEHEA MAHALO
E7/4  A/2

C/4  G/4
SISTER GATHERED FLOWERS FOR A LEI
D/4  A/4

D7/4  G/2

BRADDAH WATCHED THE IMU ALL THROUGHT THE DAY
E7/4  A/2

G7/2  G7

C/4  G/4
SOON THE MUSIC BOYS BEGAN TO PLAY
D/4  A/4

A7/4  D7/4
MELE (S) OLD AND NEW OF HAWAII NEI
B7/4  E7/4

E7
G/B
THE TABLES WERE LOADED WITH PLENTY OF KAU KAU
A/B
D7/A
'OPIHI AND SALMON AND STEAMING HOT LAULAU
E7/A
G/I
WE ATE AND TALKED STORY UNTIL WE WERE PAU

D7/G
IT WAS REALLY MAIKAI AT A CHRISTMAS LUUAU
E7/G
repeat from the top:
A/I
On: ending tag above line

Ending
B7 E7 A E7 A